English

Grade 2 COVID-19

INFORMAL ASSESSMENT

COVID-19
02b Mom gets sick Memorandum
* Easy

** Moderate

*** Challenging

A. Your teacher will read the story with you. Listen carefully and
read with your teacher. Then answer the following questions.
Mommy gets sick
by Anzelle Muller
I’ve heard of the nasty virus. They call him Mr
COVID-19. Everyone is afraid of him. But not us,
no... We always wash our hands and wear our
masks.
Then mommy got sick. She was feverish and coughed a lot. Daddy
took her to the doctor. We were worried. But Daddy explained it
was just Mrs Flu and not Mr COVID-19. Thank goodness our hand
washing and mask wearing helped.
1. What does everyone call the nasty virus? *

Mr COVID-19.
2. Why is Amy’s family not afraid of Mr COVID-19? **

Because they always wash their hands
and wear their masks.
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3. Where did daddy take mommy? *

To the doctor.
4. How did we know mom was sick? *

She had a fever and coughed a lot.
5. Why was Amy’s family worried? **

Because coughing and fever are some
of the symptoms of Mr COVID-19.
6. Have you heard of Mrs Flu? *

Own answer.
7. Have you heard of Mr COVID-19? Are you afraid of him ***

Own answer.
Possible answer. Yes I’ve heard of him.
No I’m not scared.
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B. Look at this picture of Amy.
Use the picture and the following
key words. Write 2 sentences
about how you can fight COVID-19.





Masks
Sanitise
Distance
Wash hands

Punctuation

The learner made
good use of
punctuation.

There were
punctuation marks
here and there.

The learner used little
or no punctuation.

Sentence
construction

The learner wrote
meaningful
sentences with good
sentence
construction.

The learner wrote
meaningful
sentences here and
there with
reasonable sentence
construction.

The learner did not
write meaningful
sentences.

Spelling and
writing

The learner made
very few or no
spelling mistakes and
their writing is
legible.

The learner made
many spelling
mistakes but their
writing is legible.

The learner made
many spelling
mistakes and their
writing is almost
unreadable.
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